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Much more than support
Underarmsupport takes work comfort to an entirely new level

ArmSupport Red is an underarmsupport that makes a great productivity tool even better, helping to ensure proper work posture and
alleviate muscle strain in your neck, back, arms, shoulders and wrists while sitting or standing. Created specifically for RollerMouse
Red and RollerMouse Red plus, ArmSupport Red aligns the upper body while you type and use your RollerMouse. Able to be clamped
to the front edge of desks from 0,5 cm to 3 cm in thickness, this accessory to the RollerMouse Red is ideal for most workstations.

ArmSupport Red benefits

Benefits in all positions

I Extends narrow work surfaces.
I Easy and quick to attach.
I Designed to reduce work fatigue and muscle stress.
I Deepening the desk helps create the proper
viewing distance - allowing you to effortlessy take a
straight posture relative to the monitor.

ArmSupport Red provides the ultimate
support for maintaining a neutral typing
and mousing position in either a standing
or sitting position.

”Comfortable support for
arms, neck and shoulders”
www.contour-design.co.uk | info @ contour-design.co.uk
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Getting started:

1.

2.

Remove wrist rest

Attach brackets

Make sure your RollerMouse Red is unplugged. Remove the
short wrist rest if still attached, by using the key that came
with your RollerMouse. Insert the key into the slot next to
arrow on bottom of RollerMouse Red. Turn in direction of
arrow to release the short wrist rest at each end. Separate
the units.

Turn your ArmSupport Red upside down on a flat surface.
Loosely attach the brackets to the ArmSupport Red by
using the thumb screw in the hole in the small arch in the
bracket.

4.
4.

3.
Slide the underarmsupport onto desk

Work with less stress / Work safer and smarter

Slide your underarmsupport with brackets attached
onto your desktop. Adjust placement as needed by
sliding thumb screws up and down the metal track.
Tighten slightly.

Align RollerMouse Red in the space between the
underarmsupport and your keyboard. Tighten the thumb
screws until the underarmsupport is fully secure. Install
keyboard risers and plug your RollerMouse Red in. Your
underarmsupport is now ready to use.

Technical specifications
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A. Width

49 cm

B. Depth

13,5 cm

C. Width

60 cm

D. Depth

25,5 cm

Material on ArmSupport Red

Durable leatherette

Warranty

2 years from date of
purchase
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